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1. LIFE PATH, CAREER - Planting the seeds
You connect with nature and realise how important it is to plant seeds that will give you a variety of food, greeneries
and trees. Flowers are beautiful for their decorative properties and also for their essences that help us balance our
moods. Time to seed new plants in your garden or in your pots!
2. LOVE, RELATIONSHIPS - Masks
Remove your masks. Have you been protecting yourself behind another identity, the one you want people to see
you. Don't be so hard on yourself, drop your mask(s) and be the beautiful being you truly are. Does your decor
display many masks? Perfect time to see which ones make you feel good and get rid of the other ones!
3. RESPECT, FAMILY, HEALTH, PAST - Heal your cells
Accompany your medication with your own healing method. An author that will inspire you is David Wilcock "The
Source Field Investigation" and "The Synchronicity Key". Two books to read this month :)
4. ABUNDANCE, WEALTH & MONEY - Enjoying your Job
You enjoy the work you do - joy is one of your essential abundance keys in life. On top of this you are paid for the
work you do - double joy! Stay in gratitude, it is your key to happiness!
5. YOU - Love
Love is in the air <3 ! Wear shades of pink and see what happens.
6. HELP, HELPERS, TRAVELS - People
People are too often referred as numbers or judged and stereotyped instead of looking at them as beautiful and
infinite beings.
7. IDEAS, CHILDREN & PROJECTS - Attention to Detail
Your projects are like works of Art. Your children start or pursue an artistic activity and pay more and more attention
to details. Class, chic as well as good and happy intentions are putting into their work that emanate beneficial
energies for all that surround their art.
8. SPIRITUALITY, STUDY, OPENNESS - Softness and Strength
OBSERVE is the way to start this month.
9. WELL-BEING, SELF CONFIDENCE, RECOGNITION - The sky is the limit
Stop putting barriers or giving excuses to not do something. In the next few weeks we step out of our comfort zone
and we will wonder why we waited so long!
May 2018 – It's about people
Book your personal reading http://www.fengshuisteps.com/psychic.html
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